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Principal Executive Summary
I have great pleasure in sharing the 2021 Annual Report with the school 
community which highlights our successes and provides information on 
our student’s performance.

The ever presence of COVID 19 has impacted the operations of our school 
and the many rich activities we normally fill our school calendar to bring 
us together.  

I missed the regular visits from members of our Kitchen Garden Club who 
sold me bags of freshly harvested broad beans or spinach and my quick 
paced sprint around the oval on a Tuesday morning during Running Club. 

Throughout 2021 we used the opportunities presented to work toward 
achieving the Business Plan 2020-23 targets while at the same time 
upskilling students and staff to become proficient in the use of CONNECT 
and online learning platforms.

A big thanks to students, parents, staff, P&C and the School Board for your unwavering support of the school.

Highlights for 2021 included;

• Year 3 students were in the top 50 of high performing schools in WA for NAPLAN. 

• Our Kindergarten students participating in the EDU dance program.

• The Talk 4 Writing program being implemented across all classrooms.

• Years 4, 5 and 6 participating in the City of Joondalup Adopt a Coastline Program promoting sustainable practices.

• Finalising the Remote Learning Plans for Kindergarten to Year 6 on CONNECT in readiness for lockdown.

• Using Landcare grant money to establish a Bush Tucker Garden as part of our NAIDOC week celebrations.

• Receiving $35,000 from the WA State Goverment for stage 1 of our Nature Playground.

• Sharing videos via CONNECT to parents of the 2021 STEM Expo and celebrated the outstanding investigations conducted 
by students.

• Delivered tennis, cricket, hockey, gymnastics and surfing lessons to students from Kindergarten to Year 6 via Sporting 
Schools funding.

• The P&C Slime Fun Day raising $12,000. This funding provided families with licenses for online programs, purchased Lego 
Robotics and upgrades to our library collection.

• Students sponsoring two staff in the Worlds Greatest Shave.

• Sonshine FM Breakfast Show reporting live from Bambara Primary School grounds.

• Launching the Fathering Project.

• Above expected standards in Year 3 NAP results achieved.

• Our students winning the B Grade Soccer Shield, the A Grade Netball Shield and were runners up in the Athletics handicap 
shield at the Whitfords Schools Interschool comptetition/carnival.

• The school being acknowledged for its achievement in 6 out of the 7 Domains during the Public School Review in October 
2021.

Annual Report 2021

Mrs Knox and Sylvia live on Sonshine FM
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Curriculum Summaries
English

Our focus in 2021 was aimed at implementing ‘Talk For 
Writing’ across the whole school. Teachers familiarised 
themselves with each stage of the ‘Talk For Writing’ 
process. Collaboration between staff helped to smooth 
the transition to a more cohesive way to teach Writing. 
Students have so far become better writers by gaining a 
deeper understanding of different text types and using 
language more effectively. Classes have performed their 
model texts during school assemblies and through this, 
the school community has seen how ‘Talk For Writing’ is 
aiding students to be more confident in their writing.

Annual Report 2021

Maths

In 2021, we continued to work on students’ fluency of basic facts using the Peter Westwood Basic Facts test across 
Years 1 to 6. This has demonstrated that students quickly recalled simple addition and subtraction facts, multiplication 
and division facts. In Phases of Learning Teams, teachers set Whole School Assessment tasks to identify gaps in 
student learning. The professional learning of staff in HITS (Higher Impact Teaching Strategies) in Mathematics 
showed teachers how to develop open-ended questions to develop problem solving and reasoning skills. HITS is 
now incorporated in a classrooms Numeracy block as a warm up at the start of maths lesson. Through implementing 
these learning strategies students are more confident in solving multi step mathematical problems.
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Curriculum Summaries (continued)
STEM 

Sustainability was the focus for our STEM program in 2021. Since sustainability is broad and caters for a wide range of 
possible topics, staff decided to use the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals to guide their programs. Staff 
selected the goal they thought would be most suitable for their class, allowing for a broad display of  projects presented 
during our STEM week. Held in Week 11 of Term 2, over three days, allowed all classes to visit most exhibitions. The 
quality of presentations and knowledge of our students was remarkable and we look forward to seeing what students 
create in 2022.

Library

The Library/Literacy program reinforces the school’s priorities of developing students who are collaborative, lifelong 
learners striving for excellence. It aims to develop Library research skills so students can transfer their knowledge across 
all curriculum areas. In 2021 a dedicated P&C fundraiser enabled a generous donation of $5,000 to update fiction and 
non-fiction books which will continue to develop students’ love of reading. In 2022 we will install Oliver, a new Library 
system with Orbit, the search component. This will enhance and support student ICT skills and research capabilities.
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Curriculum Summaries (continued)
Health and Wellbeing

In 2021 the Health and Wellbeing Framework was developed for students and staff to support their social and emotional 
wellbeing. Strategies such as Levels of Behaviour and Zones of Regulation actively encourage students to reflect on their 
behaviour. The use of Functional Analysis examines the causes and consequences of behaviour and identifies students 
lagging in skills. The values program continues to promote and encourage positive values in all classes and across 
the school. The Mind Up program continues to help students understand their brain and its impact on emotions and 
behaviour. With COVID 19 restrictions, the Kitchen Garden and Running Club programs needed to be paused. These 
two programs provided a valuable outlet for students in undertaking outdoor activities which directly relate to health 
and wellbeing. 

HASS - History and Social Science

A small native Bush Tucker garden on the north western side of the school was planted as part of the schools celebration 
of NAIDOC week. It proved to be a highlight for many students and provided an opportunity for students to build on 
their understanding of Aboriginal history and culture. Not only did students learn about the six Nyoongar seasons, but 
they also learnt how naitive plants are used by Aboriginal people for cooking.
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Curriculum Summaries (continued)
Physical Education 

The classroom Physical Education program provides students with the opportunity to participate in physical activities 
which develop social and game play skills. In 2021 students participated in the Sporting Schools and Club Connect 
Sporting Programs. Federally funded, both programs aim to increase children’s participation in sport and connect them 
with community sports programs. The programs in 2021 included surfing, tennis, cricket, hockey and gymnastics. 

Throughout the year intra and interschool events such as cross country, jumps and throws, athletics, and team events in 
soccer, football, netball and modcross gave students the opportunity to compete against their peers. In 2021, Bambara 
Primary School students were runners up in the Athletics Handicap competition. We were delighted to win the B Division 
Soccer and A Division Netball Shields at the Lightning Carnival.

Languages (Bahasa Indonesia) 

In 2021, Indonesian was taught from Pre-primary to Year 6. Students enjoyed 
an interesting and vibrant program following the WA Languages Curriculum 
in Indonesian. Lessons ranged from 30 minutes (Pre-Primary) to 60 minutes 
(Years 1-6).

To make learning more engaging and inclusive, students often used co-
operative learning strategies. In addition, learning through play, language 
games, quizzes, chants, songs and dance, motivated and engaged students. 
The use of ICT, using iPads and laptops made learning more interactive and 
fun.

Apart from gaining language competencies, learning about Indonesian 
culture was woven into lessons where possible. Students gained a better 
cultural understanding of the way of life, celebrations, customs and traditions 
of Indonesia. The year ended with a much-celebrated whole school event - 
Indonesian Cooking Day. Students thoroughly enjoyed tasting and learning 
more about the food history and customs of Indonesia.

Music

Kindergarten to Year 6 students were engaged in a variety of musical excercises, using their voice and musical 
instruments to understand pitch, tempo and rhythm. They analysed the lyrics of a song and the mood/message they 
invoke. Students studied different musicians and learnt about their music. The Choir and Vocal Group prepared for the 
One Big Voice concert and performed admirably at the RAC Arena. 
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School Board
On behalf of the School Board, I congratulate our school leadership, staff, P&C, parents, 
students, volunteers and the wider community for making 2021 another successful year 
for Bambara Primary School. Despite the unpredictability and challenges caused by COVID, 
each stakeholder demonstrated adaptability and resilience to maintain their focus on our 
core values in building positive relations, providing our students the opportunities and skills 
to succeed, foster lifelong learning and inclusivity within our community. 

We live in a highly connected environment in which we see the growing impact of new 
technologies and the challenges we face in the present and near future. We (Bambara 
Primary School, families and the wider community) have a joint-responsibility in our 
kids’ learning path and collaboration is key to understanding and supporting each other. 
Enhancing our communication with parents and the community will help Bambara Primary 
School to be more responsive to the needs of our kids and families.

As such, the School Board has the purpose of enabling parents and members of the community to engage in activities 
that are in the best interests of the school community. In 2021 the School Board met 4 times with at least one meeting 
held as an “annual general meeting”; open for other key stakeholders and the wider school community. Current School 
Board members are Racquel Sutton, Nik Lavrakas, Deanna Foster, Lisa Bowra, Sake van Weeghel (Chair), Paula Kervin, 
Shelley Smith, Meegan Payne and Linda Knox (Principal). Existing, incoming and outgoing members of the School 
Board bring each a unique set of skills to the table. We have two valuable members Nik Lavrakas and Paula Kervin 
finishing their tenure and leave the School Board. We are grateful for their time and contribution to the School Board, 
leadership team and community of Bambara Primary School.

In the year under review, we noted:

- An increase of enrolments to 208 students – achieving our target for enrolments in Business Plan 2018 – 2020;

- The endorsement of the business plan for 2021 – 2023 in which Bambara Primary School will continue to 
develop a thriving community environment preparing our children for the challenges of their next phase in life.

- An encouraging and good outcome from the Public-School Review by the Department of Education Public 
School Accountability Directorate – the review is aimed at giving assurance to the local community that Bambara 
Primary School is providing high quality education to our students;

- A clear focus on driving relationships and partnerships - further cementing a culture of collaboration and 
excellence via regular meetings between P&C, Principal and School Board, the roll-out of CONNECT, the use of 
newsletters and responsiveness to any concerns;

- Great achievement in NAPLAN results (refer to page 12) 

- The launch of the Fathering Project, supported by the School Board, School Leadership and P&C. This project 
is a fantastic opportunity to reach out within our school community to engage our children’s father figures with the 
benefit to our children and themselves. We recognize the importance of this family partnership and the role they can 
play in our children’s life.

The School Board would like to acknowledge and thank you all for the dedication and passion to make Bambara 
Primary School a great learning community.

School Board Chair - Sake Van Weeghel
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In 2021 staff changes included; two staff on parental leave, 
(teacher and education assistant), two staff transferred to 
other positions (teacher and school gardener) and one staff 
member retired (library assistant). Each vacant position was 
advertised and filled prior to the end of the year. 

All teaching staff met the professional requirements to 
teach in Western Australian public schools and can be found 
on the public register of the Teacher Registration Board of 
Western Australia.

Staff

High School Destination

Class Sizes

Administration Staff No FTE Ab’l 

Principals 1 1.0 0 

Associate / Deputy / Vice Principals 1 1.0 0 

Total Administration Staff 2 2.0 0 

Teaching Staff 

Other Teaching Staff 15 11.2 0 

Total Teaching Staff 15 11.2 0 

School Support Staff 

Clerical / Administrative 3 2.2 0 

Other Non-Teaching Staff 9 5.4 1 

Total School Support Staff 12 7.6 1 

Total 29 20.8 1 

 

Destination Schools Male Female Total 

4129 Duncraig Senior High School 6 6 12 

4153 Belridge Secondary College 1 2 3 

4158 Ballajura Community College 1   1 

4042 Perth Modern School   1 1 

4134 Warwick Senior High School 1   1 

4144 Woodvale Secondary College   1 1 

 

Figure 2: Class Sizes in 2021

Figure 3: Destination of Year 6 students in 2021

Figure 1: 2021 Workforce Diversity

Teacher 
FTE K P Yr 

1 
Yr 
2 

Yr 
3 

Yr 
4 

Yr 
5 

Yr 
6 

Class 
Total 

Class 
Type 

0.5 17               17 ST 

0.5 20               20 ST 

1   20             20 ST 

1   19             19 ST 

1     31           31 ST 

1       22         22 ST 

1         20       20 ST 

1           16 13   29 TX 

1             9 21 30 MX 

Total 37 39 31 22 20 16 22 21 208   

           ST = Standard class, TX = Tandem/Mixed Year levels, MX = Mixed Year levels. 
 

In 2021 we started the year with 208 students and this number remained consistent throughout the year. 
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Student Performance Summary

Improved student progress and achievement in numeracy and literacy  
Match or exceed like schools in NAPLAN Achievement Year 3  
Match or exceed like schools in NAPLAN Achievement Year 5  
Progress and achievement at or above the National Mean in PAT assessment  
Students at educational risk show at level progress between testing periods in PAT  
On Entry assessments matches or exceeds like schools  
Match or exceed like schools in student attendance  

 Key - Achieved = Green, Working Towards = Amber, Not Achieved = Red

In the Bambara Primary School Business Plan 2021-23 we have identified targets that we are aiming to achieve. We 
measure the achievement of these targets using the following assesments; 

• On Entry test: Pre-Primary participate in a series of one on one tests in the first 5 weeks of school in Oral Language, 
Reading, Writing and Maths.

• National Assessment Program in Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN): Year 3 and 5 complete online tests in Maths, 
Reading, Writing, Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar.

• Progressive Assessment Tests (PAT): Year 1 to 6 are tested in Maths and Reading, Year 3 to 6  are tested in Spelling, 
Punctuation and Grammar. 

Figure 4: Business Plan Targets
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The analysis of students’ On Entry Reading, Writing and Maths data has enabled teachers to focus on bridging the gap 
for all students but in particular those who were close to or fell below the expected median score. 

We strive to continually implement new strategies to support students. The recommendations for 2022 are; 

Reading

• Retelling and sequencing events in a story.

• Use stories that have events that are not too clear cut.

• Use Dianna Rigg pre & post-test resources for the development of phonemic awareness.

• More explicit teaching of rhyme.

Writing

• Implement a Pre-Writing Program and develop a common whole school language particularly for Kindergarten to 
Year 1.

• Implement the Animal fun program for gross and fine motor development.

• Kindergarten teachers to develop a scope and sequence for classroom writing programs.

• Create fun writing opportunities with a purpose and for an audience. 
Maths

• Challenge students with more difficult patterning.
• Vary the instructional language to reflect the type of vocabulary used in the On Entry Assessment.

Academic Targets - On Entry

Figure 5: Pre-Primary like school comparision in 2021

Reading Writing Numeracy 
50% Below like school mean 
50% At or above like school mean 

45% Below like school mean 
55% At or above like school mean 

50% Below like school mean 
50% At or above like school 

 

Every year, Pre-Primary students complete an On Entry Assessment. Figure 5 below shows the percentage of students 
who’s median score was at or above the expected standard when compared to like schools.
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When viewing the average scores of our Year 3 students 
you will note that their scores are approximately 20 to 
40 points higher than their like school counterparts. 
For example, the Year 3 students achieved an average 
score of 491 NAPLAN points and the like school average 
was 442 NAPLAN points. This has provided the school 
with a challenge as it is harder for students when they 
reach Year 5 to continue with the same high scores. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Average Writing Score 

Year 
 

Y03 
 

Y05 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

2019 
 

457 
 

431 
 

482 
 

       489 
 

2021 
 

468 
 

440 
 

485 
 

        496 
 

 
Average Spelling Score 

Year 
 

Y03 
 

Y05 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

2019 
 

444 
 

425 
 

526 
 

512 
 

2021 
 

452 
 

428 
 

502 
 

517 
 

 
Average Grammar & Punctuation Score 

Year 
 

Y03 
 

Y05 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

2019 
 

498 
 

450 
 

545 
 

509 
 

2021 
 

491 
 

442 
 

503 
 

514 
 

 
 
 

 
Average Reading Score 

 
 
 

Year 

 

Y03 
 

Y05 
 

School 
 

Like Schools 
 

School 
 

Like Schools 
 

 
 
 

2016 
 

436 
 

425 
 

513 
 

489 
 

 

2017 
 

456 
 

426 
 

531 
 

502 
 

 

2018 
 

488 
 

427 
 

498 
 

508 
 

 

2019 
 

462 
 

436 
 

531 
 

513 
 

 

2021 
 

488 
 

441 
 

495 
 

520 
 

 

 
Average Numeracy Score 

Year 
 

Y03 
 

Y05 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

Our School 
 

Like Schools 
 

2019 
 

438 
 

417 
 

497 
 

503 
 

2021 
 

413 
 

413 
 

503 
 

502 
 

Achievement 
The tables below show the average NAPLAN scores achieved by our Year 3 and 5 students in 2019 and 2021. (Data 
for 2020 is missing as NAPLAN was cancelled due to COVID 19). Our students average scores were compared to the 
average score of students in like schools - see footnote below. The average score of students in like schools is the score 
we aim to achieve or surpass. 

The data tells us that in the 2021 NAPLAN Year 3 test students results were similar to like school students in Maths and 
well above in Reading, Writing, Spelling and Grammar/Punctuation. 

NAPLAN

Figure 6: Average NAPLAN scores

Footnote - Selection of like Primary Schools, East Hammersley, Halidon, Madeley, Mindarie, Mullaloo Beach, Mullaloo 
Heights, Padbury, Pearsall and Tuart Hill
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NAPLAN - Continued

Figure 7: Year 5 NAP growth comparison

In reviewing longitudinal data from 2016 to 2021 we see a decline in the mean Reading scores for Year 5 students. This 
has already been identified as a target area in the school’s Business Plan 2020-23 for improvement and we continue to 
identify and implement strategies to address this area.

0 20 40 60 80 100

Maths

Reading

Writing

Spelling

Grammar/Punctuation

Year 5 NAP Growth Comparison - Bambara PS 
Students with Like School Students

LS Growth BPS Growth

Progress is measured by taking the average test score of the 2021 Year 5 students and subtracting it from their average 
test score achieved in Year 3 (2019). The difference between the two test scores should equate to 80+ NAPLAN points.  
This is extremely hard to achieve if the Year 3 NAPLAN result is already 20 to 40 points above the average score. The 
graph in figure 7 shows our Year 5 students did not make the expected progress when compared to their like school 
counter parts. 
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PAT
During May and October of 2021, Years 1 to 6 participate in PAT Reading and Maths assessments. We use 
the October scores to see if students have achieved a stanine of 5 and above. Figure 8 indicates that our 
students reached the target set out in our business plan, having achieved an average stanine of 5 and above 
in both Reading and Maths.

Reading Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Ave  

2021 
May 5.5 4.3 5.2 5.3 4.4 4.2 4.7 

2021 
October 

5.3 6.2 6 6.6 5.17 5.7 5.8 

 

We measure progress by considering the mean scaled score achieved by a group or individual students 
between testing periods. The tables in figure 9 show that the schools mean scaled score is higher than the 
national mean scaled score except for Year 1 Reading.

Figure 8: PAT stanine scores

Figure 9: PAT mean scaled scores

Maths Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Ave  
2021 
May 

5.6 6.4 5.2 5 4.9 4.8 5.4 

2021 
October 

5.2 5.9 6.8 5.5 5.6 5.9 5.8 

 

Reading Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

National Mean 
Scaled Score 

87.1 100.5 110.9 118.7 124.5 128.8 

2021 May 79.5 102 108.2 121.3 117.5 127 

2021 October 83.6 112 120.3 130.3 126.43 133.6 

 

Maths Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

National Mean 
Scaled Score 

93.2 103 110.9 117.4 122.7 127 

2021 May 97.3 101.5 110.3 116.1 122.2 126.7 

2021 October 102.5 110.5 130.7 121.2 128.3 133.3 
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Recommendations

We recognise that student and school outcomes are improved when we: 

• have an orderly classroom environment.

• set high expectations.

• teach what matters most.

• provide students with immediate feedback during major assessments such as PAT and NAPLAN.

In 2022 we will ensure the above conditions are met in order that student outcomes are improved. 

Improvement strategies that will be implemented in 2022 to mitigate the low to very low progress made in NAPLAN 
by the 2019 Year 3 students when retested again in 2021 as Year 5 students include;

• The use of standardised NAPLAN resources will be implemented in Year 3 and 5 classes in Term 1.

• A NAPLAN coach will be employed during Term 1 in preparing Year 5 students.

• Professional Learning to implement researched based strategies in teaching Reading.

• Gain parental support with NAPLAN practice tests being undertaken at home.

We have identified that staff need support in identifying gaps in student and whole group performances. As a result, 
we will outsource the analysis of student data to Best Performance as it will analyse On Entry, NAPLAN and PAT results, 
identify the gaps in student knowledge and provide a summary to teachers. Teachers will be provided with a student 
profile showing a student gap in Maths and Reading. This information will be supported with teaching and learning 
materials which can be utilised at school and home. 

Attendance
The impact of COVID is seen in the reduced regular attendance of students at Bambara Primary School. The community 
was very supportive of directives to keep students home when unwell.

 

Non-Aboriginal Aboriginal Total 
 

School Like 
Schools 

WA 
Public 

Schools 
School Like 

Schools 

WA 
Public 

Schools 
School Like 

Schools 

WA 
Public 

Schools 

2019 94.1% 93.7% 92.7% 91.8% 89.2% 79.5% 94.1% 93.6% 91.6% 

2020 94.6% 94.2% 93.2% 87.8% 89.6% 77.6% 94.5% 94.1% 91.9% 

2021 93% 93.5% 92.4% 85.2% 87.1% 76.8% 92.8% 93.4% 91% 
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Financial Summary

 

1 9,147.50$                         9,147.50$                         
2 32,727.47$                       32,727.47$                       
3 16,417.35$                       16,417.35$                       
4 6,930.00$                         6,930.00$                         
5 1,355.74$                         1,355.74$                         
6 -$                                   -$                                   
7 489.96$                             489.96$                             
8 4,028.25$                         4,031.36$                         
9 16,585.01$                       16,585.01$                       

10 -$                                   -$                                   
11 Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   
12 -$                                   -$                                   

87,681.28$                       87,684.39$                       
38,983.88$                       38,983.88$                       

Student Centred Funding 237,032.57$                    237,032.57$                    
363,697.73$                    363,700.84$                    

-$                                   -$                                   
363,697.73$                    363,700.84$                    

Locally Raised Funds65,222.32$       
Student Centred Funding237,032.57$     
Other Govt Grants1,845.70$         
Other  4,031.36$         
Transfers from Reserves16,585.01$       

324,716.96$     

1 12,643.71$                       11,557.34$                       
2 49,975.23$                       49,219.00$                       
3 92,950.99$                       85,727.08$                       
4 32,901.14$                       26,830.21$                       
5 152,161.46$                    103,455.69$                    
6 6,360.89$                         6,096.67$                         
7 10,100.00$                       10,100.00$                       
8 4,253.86$                         3,910.81$                         
9 2,218.19$                         2,022.66$                         

10 -$                                   -$                                   
11 -$                                   -$                                   
12 Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   
13 Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   
14 Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   

363,565.47$                    298,919.46$                    
-$                                   -$                                   

363,565.47$                    298,919.46$                    
132.26$                             

Bank Balance 97,659.23$           
Made up of:

1 General Fund Balance 64,781.38$           
2 Deductible Gift Funds -$                        
3 Trust Funds -$                        
4 Asset Replacement Reserves 39,383.39$           
5 Suspense Accounts (6,174.54)$            
6 Cash Advances -$                        
7 Tax Position (331.00)$               

97,659.23$           Total Bank Balance

Cash Position as at:

Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)

Cash Budget Variance

Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure

Total Goods and Services Expenditure

Other Expenditure

Buildings, Property and Equipment
Curriculum and Student Services

Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

ActualBudget

Residential Operations

Total Locally Raised Funds

Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships

Opening Balance

Total Cash Funds Available

Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)

Expenditure - Cash and Salary

Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools

Administration
Lease Payments
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance

Professional Development
Transfer to Reserve

Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Residential Accommodation

Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools

Bambara Primary School
Financial Summary as at

Actual

31 December 2021

Other Revenues

Commonwealth Govt Revenues

BudgetRevenue - Cash & Salary Allocation

Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Fees from Facilities Hire
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Revenue Source

Locally Generated Revenue - Budget vs Actual

Budget Actual

Locally Raised Funds
20%

Student Centred Funding
73%

Other Govt Grants
1%

Other  
1%

Transfers from Reserves
5%

Current Year Actual Cash
Sources
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Goods and Services Expenditure - Budget vs Actual
Budget Actual
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Principal : Mrs Linda Knox

        30 March 2022
Signature ..............................................................         Date ...................................

School Board Chair: Mr Sake van Weeghel

        30 March 2022
Signature ..............................................................         Date ...................................

Signatories to the 2021 School Report

Annual Report 2021



2021
Annual Report


